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The Anxiety Coach

Every parent's guide to building resilience in their child

Michael Hawton

AU $34.99 | NZ $34.99 | Feb 2023 |
9781922539588 | 229 x 152 mm |
Paperback | 240 pages

"A TERRIFIC WAY TO TRAIN PARENTS TO COACH THEIR CHILDREN TO
MANAGE THEIR OWN ANXIETY PROBLEMS. AN EXCELLENT METHOD
FOR ENCOURAGING RESILIENCE AND INDEPENDENCE."
- THOMAS W. PHELAN PH.D., AUTHOR OF 1-2-3 MAGIC.
Childhood anxiety is much more prevalent these days, and parents and carers
need to be able to help their kids to prevent dangerous escalation. With 18 years
of expert, qualified experience as a psychologist, the author shows how to help
children and tweens build up the necessary brain architecture and perspective,
and create the emotional reserves and balance needed throughout life.
Parent-led strategies for managing child anxiety based in cognitive behavioural
approaches are vital for the successful treatment of mild to moderate levels of
child anxiety. Parents, carers and grandparents are on the spot when a child is
behaving anxiously and simple interventions by them can be used across time
as an effective treatment for child anxiety.

User-friendly features in this book include:
•

SCAN HERE TO HEAR THE AUTHOR EXPLAIN
HOW PARENTS OF CHILDREN WITH
MILD TO MODERATE ANXIETY CAN
BE AS HELPFUL TO THEIR CHILDREN
AS SEEING A PSYCHOLOGIST, IF
THEY LEARN THE RIGHT SKILLS.

•
•
•

Case studies of a family who have successfully tackled their children’s
anxious behaviour.
Worksheets outlining the methodical steps parents should take.
Advice on how to manage a child’s digital world.
Tips to help worried parents deal with their own anxious thoughts
and feelings.

You’re the one who’s in your child’s life for the long run - it’s important that
you know what to do when anxious moments arise.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR

Michael Hawton has spent much of his career as
a registered psychologist working with parents
and their children. He has been training family
services workers and educational leaders in the
area of behaviour management for over 18 years
and has developed parent education programs
since 2006. A father of two, a published author and
a former schoolteacher, Michael brings a clear and
unambiguous approach to guide parents through a
parent-led method for resolving child anxiety.
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Engaging Adolescents

Parenting Tough Issues With Teenagers

Michael Hawton
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Skip the Drama

Parenting Made Simple

Dr Sarah Hughes

Dr Sarah Hughes

Practical, Get-Ahead Strategies to Survive
Your Daughter’s Teenage Years
AU $34.99 | NZ $34.99 | 9781925335859 |
229 x 152 mm | Paperback | 216 pages

Straightforward, Practical Strategies for
Common Childhood Challenges
AU $34.99 | NZ $34.99 | 9781925820324 |
229 x 152 mm | Paperback | 240 pages

Easy Peasy

Ky Garvey & Amy Calautti
AU $24.99 | NZ $24.99 | Feb 2023 |
9781922539441 | 245 x 255 mm |
Hardcover | 32 pages | Colour | Ages 6-8

A FUN, ENGAGING STORY, PERFECT FOR CHILDREN LEARNING
HOW TO DO SOMETHING FOR THE FIRST TIME.
Easy Peasy follows Ruby, who has just received her first pair of roller skates as a present
from her dad. She's convinced it will be easy peasy to learn how to roller skate and
dismisses her dad when he offers to help her. But after a few tumbles, Ruby realises it
isn't as easy as she thinks and she might need her dad's help after all. Author Ky Garvey
was initially inspired by her son, who as a little boy loved his skateboard so much that
he took it to bed with him every night like a teddy bear. But as she began to write, she
remembered the joy of roller skating with her dad at the local rink every Saturday morning. As Ky puts it, 'It was treasured time together
and I wanted to reflect that relationship in my book.' Easy Peasy will delight skating-mad girls and patient parents while providing a lesson
in independence and perseverance. And the hilarious, relatable illustrations by Amy Calautti add an extra dash of shiny, sparkly fun!

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Ky Garvey has two sons diagnosed with
Autistic Spectrum Disorder and ADHD.
Her sons inspired her to write fun and
engaging stories that turn challenges
into triumphs in a way that is supportive,
inclusive and empowering. She also
writes and hosts the podcast Totally Lit!
Amy Calautti loved to draw from a young
age and often made up games based
around drawing to entertain her younger
brother and cousins. She now lives with
her small tribe of humans who inspire
her every day.
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Perfect Petunias

The Art Garden

The ‘perfect’ book for little perfectionists everywhere!

Sowing the Seeds of Creativity

Lynn Jenkins & Kirrili Lonergan

Penny Harrison & Penelope Pratley

AU $19.99 | NZ $19.99 | 9781925335583 |
305 x 230 mm | Paperback | 32 pages
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